
Stay away from hard, sticky, crunchy or chewy Halloween candies and snacks. Take a
pass on things like caramel, gummies, licorice, gum and jelly beans. It’s so tempting
during Halloween season, but trust us – you’ll be able to enjoy these treats sooner if you
take good care of your orthodontic appliances now.
Avoid hard treats. Nuts and nut-filled treats, chips and popcorn – all of these could break
brackets and bands or damage the wires on braces.
Brush! Sweets and treats can cause cavities.  Brushing and flossing are more important
than ever during this sugar-filled season. Orthodontic patients should be especially
mindful to brush and floss after consuming sugary and starchy foods.

of October.

importance of good oral health. Orthodontic
treatment is a way of straightening or
moving teeth to improve their appearance
and how they work, while also making it
easier to clean the teeth. It can also help in
the long-term care of your teeth, gums and
jaw joints, by evenly distributing pressure
to all your teeth. 
     As always Seuss Orthodontics wants 
to remind our patients of the following tips 
to protect braces, aligners and other
appliances during the treat-filled month  

     This is the season
to celebrate beautiful
healthy smiles, to
learn a bit more 
about the benefits 
of orthodontic
treatment and the 

Happy National 

Orthodontic 

Health Month!
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Welcome Fall!

Contest Time!

Game Night Winner, Harper!Game Night Winner, Harper!Game Night Winner, Harper!Xander is all smiles!Xander is all smiles!Xander is all smiles!Braces on for Emma!Braces on for Emma!Braces on for Emma!



Healthy New Smiles That  Last A Lifetime!

Thank you to all the patients who

participated in sports shirt day!

Seuss Orthodontics celebrates

24 years!

DrSeussOrtho.com 480.948.4010

Thank you for your referrals!

Check out more smiles on Facebook and Instagram!

Nicole's lovely smile!Mariana's gorgeous smile!Abigail's beautiful smile!

Andrew's amazing smile!
Micha's striking

smile!
Ethan's handome

smile!


